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Pregnancy rates low; campus program cited
by Mark Mogensen
The Cutler Health Center performed 333pregnancy tests with 86 positive results inthe past academic year, prompting thehealth center director to term the contra-ceptive program on campus "very suc-cessful."
Director Robert A. Graves said the pastyear's low pregnancy numbers, equal withprevious years, showed the contraceptiveprogram was "remarkably successfulconsidering the 4.500 women on campus."The Family Planning Offive in thebasement of Cutler Health Center spear-heads the contraceptive program NurseAssociate Sheila Andrews estimates 1,500UMO women are now using some type ofbirth
-control method provided by orthrough the office. She said a majorieywere using the "pill," while diaphragmsand IUDs are also being used.
Midweek
"Mutually desired sexual activity is
never such an emergency that pregnancycannot be avoided, even if it is necessary tosubstitute temporarily one of the verysatisfactory variations of abstinence," amagic
-marker sign hanging from t::e wall
reminds all visitors to the office.
Another poster lists 13 reasons for
contraceptive failure or pregnancy in-
cluding the outlooks "I decided to take a
chance and count on good luck," and "Iwas too cmbarassed to find out about
contraceptives."
The signs are an attempt to educate andattract more pec.ple into inc office.Although contraceptives and counselingare also available for men, since 1972 theoffice has generally served women withroutine examinations, pap tests, coun-seling and contraceptives, Andrews said.Women interested in obtaining contra-ceptives through the office are asked to
attend one of the weekly classes oncontraception hald by the office or to talk to
members of the Peer Sexuality Program orUMO Counseling Center.
A routine examination is then given bygynecologists at the Family PlanningOffive before prescriptions for contracep-tives are given. Andrews said theexamination and counseling costs a studentwho has paid the student health fee $16,while those who have not paid the fee arecharged $24.50.
Contraceptives can be provided by thehealth center, and Graves said because the
center can get contraceptives at clinic
rates, the ''pill" is "somewehat cheaper"
at the center.
"We're asked if tax money is going intothe birth control program. No, it's not.We charge girls at mark-up, which is still
less than the normal price, and thatsupports the Family Planning Program,salaries for the nurses, and the pills, ''Graves said.
For those UMO women who do becomepregnant, the health center will refer themto one of two groups of Bangor areagynecologists who perform abortions, or toother physicians in areas of the woman'schoice, Graves said.
Although he could not cite any specificcases or figures, he thought most of thepregnancies were terminated in abortions.Andrews said most physicians in theBangor area will not perform an abortion ifthe pregnancy has progressed more than16 weeks. (Graves said Maine state lawprohibits abortions for women more thanfive months pregnant.) The average costfor the procedure in this area is between$160 and $180.
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Marauders disrupt dormitory hallsby Charlotte McAtee
About 200 fraternity men went on a
spree late Sunday night that ended in
Stodder Hall corridors and began. accor-ding to UMO police Lt. LaForest Dunton,in the Alpha Tau Omega/Alpha Gamma
Rho section of fraternity row.
An ATO spokesman said the house had
"no comment' about the disturbance,while an Alpha Gam member stated "wedidn't disturb anyone last night."
A spokesman for Phi Gamma Delta,located next door to ATO, did admit "ATO
and Alpha Gam started it all right. They
were throwing things at each other like
they usually do, but then I guess they
An estimated 200 fraternity menGuests paidHere
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decided to hit other houses together.
There was a big crowd in front of Phi Kap(Phi Kappa Sigma), throwing things andyelling."
A Sigma Chi representative confirmedthis, stating. "we heard a commotion
outside, so about 30 or so of us startedheading down toward ATO. No one really
knew what was going on, but there were
almost 300 guys out there."
A spokesman for Phi Kap declined to
speculate on how many members of that
house were involved.
"Someone started yelling 'Balentine.' "
said the Fiji spokesman. "So we headed
that way, then to Hart and Stodder."
The police were alerted by a call
complaining of noise at 11:45 p.m., and
called dormitory resident directors ad-
vising therti to lock doors and turn out
lights so the fraternity men "would not be
invited in."
Foiled in their attempts to enter
Balentine and Hart, the crowd entered
Stodder through a back door, but no lock
was forced. "A door must have been
opened by someone in the dorm,' said
Dunton, "someone who didn't know the
mistake he was making."
Foreign language enrollment declines sharply;
blame placed on dropped college requirement
by David Karvelas
How popular was the foreign languages
requirement before it was dropped in
1976?
Apparently not very popular.
Enrollment in that department de-
creased by 47 per cent when arts and
sciences students no longer needed to take
a second language as part of their basic
requirements.
According to Elaine Gershman,
associate dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, student enrollment in the foreign
language department for 1974 and 1975
averaged 2.800, but fell to 1,450 in 1976
when the requirement was dropped
However, Gershman said there has been
a steady decline in language class
enrollment since 1971.
Before 1971, two years of a foreign
languag, +/ere required. When that was
reduced to one year, enrollment began to
taper off, she said.
But if you're an A&S major in the class
of 1980 or later you still may have to take a
foreign language.
Eight of 28 departments within the
college require either one year or demon-
strated language proficiency as part of
their curriculum: English, anthropology,
chemistry, journalism, music, political
science (only in international affairs).
speech communication and zoology.
In addition there are several that
strongly recommend a foreign language.
All eight departments offer the option of
taking a proficiency test. To pass this test
a student would need the knowledge of a
two-year high school program. Since the
College of Arts And Sciences demands
two years of a foreign language as entrance
requirements to UMO, theoretically every
student in the college should be able to
pass the test and forego a year's work of
class. But few students do.
High schools across the nation are
currently under fire for what many
consider to be their failure to effectively
teach students the basics of education.
The country is experiencing a 14-year
decline in Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
scores.
"We're not as bad as the rest of the
country," Gersman said. "Our scores are
not as low as the national average."
Looking beyond the apparent failure of
high school foreign language programs.
Gershmas notes, "It's the same thing with
English and math, they're not teaching the
basics in high school."
For instance, at the same time the
language requirement was dropped, a
three-credit English requirement was
added (Eh 1). This, along with a
junior-year proficiency evaluation, would
ensure that students were receiving and
retaining basic instruction in English.
About SO men entered and ran through
the halls of the South (women's) wing,pounding on doors and shouting "Greeks
do it best," and other comments which
were generally obscene, according toStodder Hall residents. UMO police
arrived on the scene within five minutes
and dispersed the crowd. No arrests were
made.
A member of Kappa Sigma denied any
involvement in the incident, a report that
police confirmed. "We're trying to clean
up our act," said the Kappa Sigma
spokesman.
Members of Phi Eta Kappa and Lambda
Chi Alpha both expressed their feelings
toward the disturbances, applauding the
"display of Greek unity." However, a
spokesman for Lambda Chi later refuted
the statement, claiming, "whoever you
talked to didn't know what he was talking
about. We have no comment whatso-
ever."
William T. Lucy, dean of student
activities, said that "by all accounts, it was
a spontaneous affair, and there was no
damage done. I don't think it was too
serious. Hopefully when prelims begin
and the cold weather starts up, it will put a
damper on this sort of thing."
ATO party inspected
Under apparent increased pres-
sure from the State Liquor Commis-
sion, UMO Police and Safety Di-
rector Alan Rynolds visited the
Alpha Tau Omega "open" party last
Saturday night without finding any
illegal activity.
Although a number of students
reported beer sales at various
fraternities this weekend. Reynolds
said that in his 10 to 15 minutes
plain-clothes inspection of ATO "I
saw no violation."
Asked if the fraternity was giving
the beer away free, Reynolds
responded, "It appeared to be so."
ATO President Bob Gleason said
they had no problem with Reynold's
visit. "He saw no money being
passed. that everything was all right,
and left."
Reynolds said other fraternity
parties during the weekend were
also "checked out," but he said no
violations were found.
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UMO women: This is Greek Emphasis Week
Look for information in your cafeterias. There
elli be meetings with Rush Counselors on
Wednesday and Thursday in your dorm main
lounges.
Tuesday, September 20
12 lop m Dialogue on Rye Is the Yankee
Individual A Joke?" Coe Lounge
6:30 p.m Meeting for all women students
vAno ale planning to become members, or who
are now members of an athletic team sponsored
by the Women's Division. This is a meeting
being held for the purpose of discussing,
explaining and answering questions concerning
the athletic programs for women It is a
meeting required of students already selected
for team membership, rid recommended in the
strongest terms for al; those wishing to be on
any team for academic 1977-1978.
7 30 p m Public Lecture "Rare and Endar.
gered Plant Species of Maine," by Dr. Charles
Richards. This illustrated lecture will describe
the distributions of uncommon members of
Maine's diverse flora, and will feature the St
John River Valley, 100 English-Math
8 p.m. Meeting of the Orono Young Demo-
crats in the International Lounge of the
Memorial Union. All are invited to attend.
Wednesday, September 21
9 a.m. to 3 pm Gamma Sigma Sigma Rush
open house. South Lown
3 p.m. Education Exchange: "Run for your
Life." Coe Lounge.
310 p m Alt About Exams Bangor Lounge.
7 u.rn. Chess. Bumps Room.
land 915 p.m. IDB movie: "Dr. No." 130
Little Hall.
8 p ni Bear's Den: Mark Mcguire.
Thursday, September 22
9 a.rn to 3 p.m. Gamma Sigma Sigma Rush
open house. South Lown Room
12 noon Sandwich Cinema: "The Harvest of
the Seasons " North Lown Room.
land 9- 15 p.m IDB movie: "Dr. No." 100
Nutting
8 p.m Bear's Den. Mark McGuire.
Conference to highlight privacy
by Sue Leonard
Where does the balance lie between
privacy and security in America today?
What are the legitimate needs of insti-
tutions for information about and control
over individuals? What information are
students entitled to obtain from school
files?
These and other questions involving
personal privacy will be the topic of
discussion Friday, Sept. 23, 3:30 to 9:30
p.m. at the Hammond Street C hurch,
Bangor.
The Maine Civil Liberties Union (MCLU)
and the Maine attorney general's office
will host a line-up of guests in a discussion
expressing their personal, professional and
academic opinions about personal privacy.
Christine Holden, a board member of the
MCLU Portland chaper said the conference
will cater to two interests. "The
conference will offer a balance of people
interested in the field for professional
reasons as well as those interested from a
purely academic point of view," she said.
"Students who often that they feel like a
number should be particularly interested in
personal privacy as it relates to their
existence at the university." HOlden said
students across the country have not taken
Where those dollars go
by Jim Sloan
Did you ever wonder how those tuition
dollars you worked all summer to earn are
used? A large portion of the University of
Maine's S10-12 million tuition intake is the
lifeblood of a complex and dynamic
investment procedure the the UMaine
Treasury Office uses to make money for the
university.
By making both temporary and longterm
investments with university funds, UM
Treasurer Ford Campbell expects the
university makes 5800.000 a year.
According to Campbell, the university
invests its cash in a variety of ways. For
instance, each campus makes temporary
investments ("repurchase agreements")
in local banks. Under this kind of
agreement, the bank sells securities to the
university, usually at an interest rate of 5-6
per cent, while agreeing to buy back the
security after a designated time--usually no
longer than six months. Although these
investments are made on a local level,
Campbell's office still directs all ivestment
DISCO OPENING WEDNESDAY NrrE
(Free Chicken Wings 7:30-9:00 Weds nite)
DRINK SPECIALS IN Library Lounge
(Monday - Wednesday Nites)
Monday nite - Sombreros
Tuesday nite - Tom Collins
Wednesday nite - Tequila
DRINK SPECIALS by CARAFE half $3.00 full $6.00
Ladies nite Thursday 7:30 - 10:00 in the disco
Men's nite Friday - Saturday 7:30 - 9:00 in the disco
• mon
operations for each campus in the
university system. The Treasury office
normally investigates the various interest
rates and direct investments toward the
banks which have the highest rtates. In
many instances, however, the university's
money is put into an automatic repurchase
agreement when its cash balance in a bank
exceeds $100,000.
While repurchase agreement invest-
ments are usually temporary (securities are
bought and sold on a day-to-day basis), the
university will also make long-term invest-
ments. But these long-term investments,
usually the purchase of government bonds,
are more trouble to arrange, and are not
made as frequently as the repurchase
agreements.
However, the greatest percentage of the
university's idle cash is ivested into the
state cash pool investment program.
Under this set-up, any agency in the state
that has cash on hand can have it invested
for them by State Treasurer Leighton
Cooney.
continued on page 8
advantage of the Buckley Amendment,
which ascertains their right to examine
educational files and to refuse certain
information about themselves.
Holden added that there is a lot of
"extraneous" information in a student's
file exposing personal details of family
background and recommendations and
comments written by former instructors
that are collected over the years a student
spends in educational institutions.
Trudy Hayden, director of the privacy
project which sponsored by the Amencan
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), will begin
the Friday discussion. Hayden is the editor
of "Privacy Report," amonthly publication
of the ACLU, and of a number of ACLU
pamphlets including the controversial
social security number, lie-detector tests
and the rights of aliens. Hayden will
speak to a "Sociology of Youth" class at 11
a.m. Friday at UMO.
Following Hayden's address and a
discussion, Pastor Donald Hodgson,
Foreside Community Church, and Peter
Oliphant, Bates College professor of
anthropology, will make comments on the
status of personal privacy in America
today,
After a dinner break, the conference will
resume at 7 p.m. with two workshops;
"Western and Non-WEstern Concepts of
Privacy" and "Medical Confidentiality."
At 8 p.m., "Sexual Privacy and Lifestyle"
and "The Right to Die" will be discussed.
Hayden will summarize the conference.
The conference, supported by the Maine
Council for the Humanities, is free and
open to the public, Hayden said. "What
we really want to do is provide questions
for people, not answers."
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lThis is the semester to get your
programmable.
The T1-57.
Its self-teaching
system gets you
programming
fast.
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TI Programmable 57. The powerful
superslide rule calculator you can program
right from the keyboard. Comes with an easy-
to-follow, self-teaching learning guide—over
200 pages of step-by-step instructions and ex-
amples. Quickly learn the value of making re-
petitive calculations at the touch of a key.
Recall entire instruction sequences. Display
intermediate results at any point in a calcula-
tion. Eight multi-use memories provide ad-dressable locations to store and recall data. Program memory
stores up to 150 keystrokes (50 program steps). Editing too:Singlestep. Backstep Insert or delete at
'7995*slide rule calculator with logs, trig func-tions and advanced statistics routines
The TI-58 and TI-59 combine three major inno-
vations to bring the power of programming to
you—even if you've never programmed before:
1 Extraordinarily powerful —at remarkable low prices
2 Revolutionary plug-in modules put complex formulas to work
at the touch of a key
3 Step-by-step learning guide that takes you from the basics of
programming through advanced programmings— language you
can understand
Personal
Programming
+
Ti Programmable 58. Up to 480 program
steps, or up to 60 memories. Master Library
module contains 25 prewntten programs in
math, engineering, statistics and finance. Also
increases number of steps— up to 5000. Library
programs may also be addressed from the key-
board or inserted as subroutines. Can also te
used with TI's new
PC-100A printer/plot- $ 12495*
ter. It lets you plot,
print headings and prompt—messages
TI Programmable 59. More powerful than the TI-58. Up to
960 program steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic cards store
up to 960 steps. And, record and pro-
tect custom programs. Also 10 user $ 95*
flags. 6 levels of subroutines 4 types
of branches.
Optional Libraries. Applied Statistic!, Surveying. Real
Estate/Finance, Aviation, Marine Navigation. $35.00 each.
'Suggested retail price
,-1977 Issas Instruments locos/weer
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The TI 58 and 59.
Both use
revolutionary
plug-in
Solid State
Software
libraries.
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T1 Programmable 68
Su,,w1 State Software
FREE.
When you buy a TI Programmable 58
or 59 you can get this 19-program
Leisure Library
A $35.00 value if you act now.
Football Predictor. Forecast score, point spread BowlingScorekeeper. Track 90 bowlers Goff Handicapper. Up-date handicap from latest round s score Bridge. Computespoints from tricks made and bid U.S. Chess FederationRankings. Wins, losses. draws Codebreaker. 3.024 possi-ble codes make this a unique challenge Black Jack. AceyDucey. Craps. Mars Lander. Pilot to a safe landing JiveTurkey. Guess mystery number — tells you if you re high
or low—but is it living you? Him. Play the machine eachtime it gets better Sea Battle. 15 missiles to sink subQuarterback. Call plays Photo 1. Compensate for changeirs photo enlargement magnification Photo II: Fill-in-flash.
Computes correct lens f-stop in strong ambient light Useit with a PC-100A and have even more fun Computer Art.Hangman Put in a word, second player guesses or hangsMemo Pad. Write enter messages Print and record them
on 59 s mag card Use the card to replay the messageBiorythm. Plots all three cycles
EOtter good from August 15 to October 31. 1977. Here's
what you do f w out this coupon Return it to TI with your
serialized Customer Information Card (Packed in the box)
along with a copy of a dated proof of purchase showing
the serial number Important. Your envelope must be
postmarked no later than October 31 1977
Leisure Library Offer
P 0 Box 53. Lubbock. Texas 79408
Name
Address
Gay
Slats At
Unsure ikiniati
Letsu re Library comes
with Plug•,n module
Library manual Quick
reference guide Let*
cards Library wallet
TI 5A or 59 Serial Number 
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The red-tape tie-up
A formal demographic study need not be done
before off-campus housing can be accurately
assessed. It's a chronicled fact that we are
crowded, that the quality of our quarters (when
viewed panoramically) is poor and not improving
too rapidly. It seems that the solution to the
problem is both obvious and ill-defined.
The general opinion of state and regional
planning authorities is that the housing problem
in this area is severe. The demand for
apartments (and probably any form of hut, barn
or garage as well) has been rising. The reason is
that there is no new housing being built and the
non-student population in the tri-city area of
Bangor, Old Town and Orono has been growing.
The issue, of course, deals with both the
quality and quantity of existing housing. The
town of Orono recognized the issue and rose to
meet it with a study committee formed to
measure the problem. So they recognized the
problem, and that was that. To the university
they said: ' It' s your problem. '
UMO was not surprised. For five years they
have been looking for private developers to
construct some housing that students could
afford. Most developers have to admit they
could not build housing cheap enough to
compete with existing rates and old inexpensive
apartments already in the area. Stillwater
Village is an example of what most of these
developers would expect to produce. The
university, in addition to actively encouraging
developers to consider the area, has offered to
operate the housing units if someone would just
build them.
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The administration feels that the idea of UMO
building its own off-campus housing would not
be feasible or the legislative level. The Board of
Trustees seems to feel the same way; they've
defeated several proposals already.
But that is a political question. Housing
remains the important question.
Although a municipality can enpower itself to
clean up its housing situation (if it is considered
critical, and the local situation is), neither Old
Town nor Orono have taken the initiative to
enforce a housing code. But Old Town can't be
blamed—it doesn't even h le a housing code.
Rent control would not help much either. A
public referendum is required, and a strong
campaign by landlords soundly defeated such a
referendum in Bangor a year and a half ago
The only solution would be new housing.
Private developers are nearly the only hope, if
you ask those who run this university. But it
seems ridicoulous that this university, its huge
bureaucratic arms shackled by so many red tape
regulations, policies, politics and virtual
powerlessness in handling the problem, should
be wholly responsible for alleviating the
situation. If housing is built, it will be filled.
Even if good housing has a high price, it will
erase the high demand for even the lowest
quality housing in the area. So perhaps the
towns of Orono and Old Town need to
develop--what? Civic pride? It's something they
obviously don't have now and it's something they
never will experience until they get off their
middle-class fannies and do something about
these popular pig sties so many of us call
'off-campus housing.' This university does not
need to be told that more housing is needed,
they've known that for years. What they
obviously need is a little help in erasing that
need.
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Life at the Big 0
Dan
Warren
'Rent-a-protest'
Jamie Eves would have loved it. It was a
living lesson in student activism.
Eves, a long-time screaming radical of
UMO Student Government, who has been
around so long he must be 40, delights in
talking about the apparent bygone days of
student rebellion.
Student demonstrations at Berkeley,
Calif., flag-burnings on the steps of UMO's
library and the revolutionary activity of the
national Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) are favorite topics of the graduate
student in history.
And it is his love for youthful turbulence
that makes me think he would've enjoyed
the trip to UMass with Sully and me this
weekend.
Had he gone, he would've found out that
student radicalism is not dead-at least not
at Amherst.
"We're really getting rooked by the
administration," said Bob, a friendly, but
hulking sophomore who facially resembles
Big Chief in "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest."
"Tuition has gone up, it's now imposs-
ible to cash a check around here and the
dorms are really overcrowded."
"Oh really," I said inquisitively. "What
do you mean by overcrowded?"
"Well, gee," he answered, "they've got
30 kids living in a university hotel. 30
kids!"
"You call that overcrowded?" I shOt
back. "At UMaine, we have kids living in
laundry rooms and just about every
freshman has to live in a room much
smaller than yours with two other students.
"Well, it's your own fault," said Leo, a
quiet-looking, wisecracking sportswriter
who never traveled anywhere without his
New York Times. "Why don't you
protest?"
"A while back, the university was going
to move some kids into a study lounge in
our dorm. We got about 20 guys to stand
by the door and they wouldn't let the
workers in. It was great! They didn't move
the kids in there after all."
Leo also noted the success UMass
student protest had experienced with an
effort to force university trustees to sell
stock the school held in South Africa and
South African business. Unhappy with
what they considered racism in that
country, a large faction of students
organized and wrote protest letters to the
trustees requesting that stock be sold.
The letter campaign was only mildly
successful, Leo said, so the students
resorted to picketing the next trustee
meeting.
''We had about 40 guys marching
and chanting outside the trustees' meet-
ing," Leo recalled. "They were all carying
signs and it worked."
I told Bob that Jamie and others had
lamented recently that fighting spirit
hadn't been fighting lately at UMO. The
school had become sleepy, I said, echoing
Jamie's frustrated opinions.
Bob, however, had a remedy.
"I'M SURE THESE GUYS HERE
WOULD BE GLAD TO HELP YOU OUT.
Imagine that," he said,' we'd travel to
college campuses all over the country.
We'd call ourselves 'Rent-a- protest."
Though I suspected Jamie might resent
the intrusion of these outsiders, I thought
he might welcome the joyous sight of these
shouting truth-seeking students causing
administrators to cower in their shoes.
Yes, Jamie wou/d relish that familiar
scene, I thought. After years of listening
alone to Phil Ochs' anti-war ballads,
Jamie would welcome the company.
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reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.
Let there be light
To the Editor:
This is in response to the letter
signed "Darkness Darkness." You
are right. You have made some
sharply perceptive observations.but
who will listen? Can you expect any
type of response other than rejec-
tion, irritation, or uneasy laughter?
Nietzsche's words apply--"There
they stand, there they laugh. They
do not understand me, I am not the
mouth for these ears."
Others will understand you
enough to be threatened by you.
You are a Socratic gadfly disturbing
their stupor. But only briefly.
There is not enough time in the
world to allow one's stupor to he
disturbed ot interrupted for long.
Carry on anyway, but change your
title, you are not a darkness, but a
light. Even if you do shine upon
closed eyes.
James Ferguson
430 Knox Hall
Star-gazers announce schedule I
If the answers to life's problems can be
found in the stars, the presentations
offered at the UMO planetarium may be
just what you need.
You can be taken on a tour of the
"Spaces of Man" in elementary shows at 8
p.m. Oct. 9-10 (Homecoming Weekend),
and Oct. 1647 (Parents Weekend).
In another public presentation, "It's
About Time, "you can enjoy a humorous
account of how the Babylonians towered
over the Egyptians in their concept of time
and see how a British inventor won a
watchmaking contest. This timely show
will be presented Nov. 6, 7. 13 and 14 at 7
and 8 p.m.
The possible astronomical explanations
of the Star of Bethlehem will be back this
season in "The Christmas Star," pre-
sented Dec. 4,5, 11 and 12, at 7 and 8 p.m.
The planetarium, located on the second
floor at Wingate Hall, also has open house
every Monday and Friday from 1 p.m. to 2
p.m.. Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10
a.m. to 11 a.m. and Wednesday from 1
p.m. to 3 p.m.
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Prisoner wants letters
To the Editor:
I'm incarcerated in prison and
would like to correspond with
college students. I'll answer all
letters as quick as possible.
P.S. Be
number.
Ohio Penitentiary
Robert Edward Strozier
131-502
P.O. Box 511
Columbus, Ohio 43216
sure to use my serial
Spouse I.D. available
To the Editor:
Full-time married students may
purchase a spouse I.D. card in
Fogler Library for $1.00. This card
provides spouses with library priv-
ileges plus student rates for ad-
mission to many cultural and
athletic events. For more infor-
mation students should contact
Commuter Affairs Resources, 201
Fernald Hall, 581-7579.
Sincerely,
Sharon Dendurent
Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs
UMO to lure scholars
by Theresa Brault
Starting this spring UMO will embark on
a "more aggressive" admissions program,
according to UMO President Howard
Neville.
The mainstay of the new program is
Maine Scholars' Day, a special two-day
event for 300 to 500 of Maine's top high
school juniors. The university will invite
the students to tour the UMO campus and
meet faculty members and students.
The high school students will also be
able to participate in a test given by the
university to determine $10,000 in "non-
need" scholarships. President Neville
hopes the scholarships will serve as
incentives for Maine students.
"This program is designed to attract the
very best high school students who are
capable of doing first-rate university work,
but who either choose not to attend a
university at all--perhaps because of lack of
confidence--or who choose to attend
another university, not realizing the
strengths and programs available at
UMO," Neville said.
Scholars' Day, planned for late March or
early April, is designed to show students
the quality of UMO programs and offer an
extra push for high quality students who
are considering enrolling at the university,
he said.
The scholarships will be awarded only to
Maine students, on a scholastic achieve-
ment basis. There will be several $500
scholarships, more $200 awards and
numerous $100 scholarships, all totalling
$10,000. The money for the scholarships
will come from the alumni and friends of
the university, Neville said, adding the
scholarships will be separate from any
financial assistance the students may
receive from the university.
Another new addition to the admissions
program will be an "instant admissions"
procedure in which the "exceptional" high
school students with high SAT scores,
grade point averages and class standing
will be given immediate admission to the
university rather than going through the
customary waiting period.
Thibodeau's
Barber Shop
Specializing in
hair styling and
the Roffler Sc ulptur Kut
Trims
Shampoos
Shaves
Razor
35 N. MAIN ST,
OLD TOWN
appointments 827-5531
Peer Sexuality Advising Program
Pick up applications at Residential Life
beginning September 23
due October 6.
•
•
WANTED
2 work-study students
to sell tickets for the
Student Government
Concert Committee.
Apply at MUAB
top floor Memorial Union.
Tel. 581-7929
VINER MUSIC COMPANY
10 Broad St Bongo, • Tol 947 7314
6In concert: Aztec Two-Step...
Clockwise from top left, Neal Shulman of
Aztec Two-Step. Rex Fowler of Aztec
Two-Step: Tom Deau of Devonsquare: Alana
MacDonald of Devonsquare: concertgoer
pausing between songs. and Deen of
Devonsquare.
Jim Sloan photo
Jim Sloan photo
Mark Mogensen photo
Jim Sloan photo
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The faded jeans had long ago been
discarded; the denim jackets replaced
with tailored ones of fine material.
Their voices were lighter, less serious,
probably no longer troubled with the
irony and doubt of curious youth. The
music was P clean switch; music
reviewers like to call it "driving." It no
longer yields to the gentle reflective
mood that once dominated it. UMO has
seen two men grow, had listened,
perhaps, to their music mature with
them.
While bouncing from old ("Baking")
to the new ("Born Again"), Aztec
Two-Step displayed a tickling, elec-
trified style, the Big Apple style; and
approach not so new to them so much as
it is to those who still cling to the
messages that Two-Steps old ballads
once gave. The common questions Rex
Fowler's lyrics once embraced ( "...all
that you can think about is what's
confronting you") have been replaced
with the funny fairy tales and remini-
scences of life at the turn of this decade.
The love songs are no longer mournful
and moving, they're airy, spilling out at
a pace that's not quite rock 'n roll and
(heaven forbid) only vaguely within the
disco range. In any case, it's fairly
obvious that the old (or young)
musicians are gone. They've adjusted
to the changing times, like good
musicians should.
Jim Sloan
Tim Grant photo
mampUOMIMMESAMMIGNIMICILIMINIMOMMMAM4M1INI.MODaNIO.MM.MMIlak.111•14n OW= IMMMI.M.MINI 
...and Devonsquare
Jim Sloan photo Tim Grant photo
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Student airs out stogie-toting political image
by Bernie MacKinnon
Political henchmen inhabit murky back
rooms and sit around tables with burning
cigars and rolled-up sleeves, cold'y plot-
ting their csndidate's path to power.
Right?
Wrong. Becky Amsden, a UMO senior,
who will shoulder major campaign duties
for Rep. William Cohen's upcoming
senatorial campaign, shatters this stereo-
type.
"I expect the campaign to be very
tough," says the political science major.
"But I don't foresee any mudslinging."
Explaining how the new job of assistant
campaign coordinator fell to her, she says,
"I just always kept in close contact with
Bill's office, seeing what work needed to be
done."
Amsden first worked for the Maine
Republican while she was in high school,
distributing brochures for his successful
Exciteci week to be a IMO senior Becky Amsden. selected lastmajor wheel in the coordination of U.S. Rep.
William S. Cohen's campaign for U.S. Senate. smiles at the
thought her task ahead. [Jim Sloan photo.]
• Traveling dollars
continued from page 2
Such investments usually include certif-
icates of deposit in Maine banks, United
States Treasury securities and commercial
paper. For the most part, these
investments are short-term in nature too.
The return on state cash-pool investments
are much higher though. Campbell said,
because more money is on hand and it is
always available to be returned to the
university. Campbell estimated that
one-half to three-fourths of the university's
idle cash are invested in the state cash
pool. He dirc
directs investment of money into either the
state pool or local banks.
Andrew Govatsos & The UMO concert Committee Present
October 8, 8 pm
UMO Campus $5.50 Advance
$6.00 Day Of ShowAvailable At:
Augmented Fifth in Orono & Camden
DeOrsey's in Waterville & Ellsworth
'The Memorial Union on Campus
Viner's in Bangor
N L
I0
L F
S
with
special
guests
The Blend
Memorial Gym
1972 congressional campaign. "I enjoyed
it, so I stayed on," she says.
Through the rest of her high school
years, she did volunteer work in Cohen's
district office in Bangor. After graduation,
she took a paid position as manager of the
congressman's Bangor campaign office,
where she helped handle contributions and
scheduling.
Amsden postponed coming to UMO one
semester so she could help Cohen in his
1974 campaign, which he won. The
following summer she was back in the
district office as a caseworker, inves-
tigating the problems of Cohen's consti-
tuents.
She worked toward Cohen's landslide
victory last year as a part-time volunteer,
and was again engaged in volunteer work
last month when she was offered the post
she now holds.
Amsden describes William Cohen as a
"dynamite person."
"He has this ability to remember every
person he meets," she says. "he studies
every issue very carefully before making
decisions. He's not one to rely on the
opinions of his staff, like some other
congressmen. And he's not a party man.
He gears his stance to the people of
Maine."
WHAT'S NEW AT
!WARDEN'S •
Men's workboots-values to $40
OUR PRICE - $13 99-$17 99
Men•s Sneakers-values to $22
OUR PRICE - $3 99-$7 99
Ladies gauchos-values to $39
OUR PRICE - $18.99
FAMOUS BRAND
-NAME
MERCHANDISE AT 40-50%
OFF RETAIL PRICE
MARDENS-395 Main St., Bangor
Asked if she thinks Cohen would make a
good President, she replies, "Yes--defin-
itely."
She dislikes Hathaway's favorable stand
on the proposed Dickey-Lincoln dam. "I
can't believe that, given the same
information as we have about Dickey.
Lincoln, he can feel the way he does."
Cohen opposes the project.
In her new job, the 21-year-old Brewer
native will work out of Portland with Dale
Gerry, the campaign coordinator, to
supervise field workers and schedule
appearances by Cohen and his wife.
"The field workers do the advance
work," she says. "They set up intervierws
and suggest what people he should see and
where he should go. I make the formal,
technical scheduling."
Although excited about the coming
campaign, Becky admits some nervousness
over helping to head a staff of mostly older
people. "Dale is 27 and I'm even younger.
We'll be two of the youngest ones on the
staff."
"In all the time I've worked for Bill, I
don't think any two days have been the
same." she said. 'Having to constantly
face new situations and people makes it
challenging for me."
r,
• 4
THE
MEN'S
ROOM
Professional Hair Styling
Featuring
Roffier Sculpture Kut
Don Hoxie Rick Crocker
947-4870 947-3924
mg hours 8-5'30—Closed Mondays
appointments also accepted
SUNBURY MALL-BANGOR
John Whiting is back
with the best service
in town!
He'll deliver the
Bangor Daily News
to your dorm for only
$1.15 per week!
Sign up on your dormitory
bulletin board for
early morning delivery...
call: 827-5908
or the NEWS' office
at 942-4881
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Urge for change prompts official's departure
by Sharon Deveau
The man 
-responsible for making UMO a
"wet' campus and changing dormitory
parietals will no longer be part of the
university system Oct. 25. In less than five
weeks, Arthur Kaplan officially vacates his
post as UMO's vice-president of student
affairs, a job he has held for eight years.
Kaplan will join the faculty of Northern
Kentucky University where he will become
dean of a cluster of the school's colleges.
Kaplan will supervise Northern Kentucky's
nursing, allied, health, journalism, tele-
vision and business administration depart-
ments.
The reasons for departure are simple,
says Kaplan.
"My family and I feel we're ready for a
change. For the past year we've given this
a lot of thought. I've been here almost nine
years and I think it's good for student
affairs to have someone at the helm.
Kaplan denies his resignation was due to
an increased amount of friction between
himself and UMO President Howard
Neville. "President Neville is an
experienced and professional adminis-
trator. He's committed to UMO and its
interest. We're fortunate to have him
here."
Before joining student affairs Kaplan
headed UMO's psychology department,
later becoming director of the university's
south campus (now Bangor Community
College). But when he assumed his
present responsibilities in 1968, the
student affairs office was in turmoil.
"I came in during the time of student
activism and there was a great need to
reorganize and revamp student affairs,"
Kaplan recalls. "I'm proud to say
that during those early days the model
worked and worked well."
By working closely with Student
Government, the' Maine Campus and
former UMO President Winthrop Libby,
Kaplan said, student affairs was able to
"mediate some tight and volatile situations
on campus."
Resolving those "volatile situations"
was one of Kaplan's prouder moments but
there have been others. Another achieve-
ment, Kaplan says, was a model for
student affairs to insure quality services
and programs for UMO students.
Kaplan says he is especially pleased with
UMO's career-planning and placement
service and Cutler Health Center's weight.
control program. These two programs as
well as others on campus are staffed by
what Kaplan calls "educated and well-
trained counselors who can provide a good
network o; services."
Despite these accomplishments, Kaplan
says the biggest improvement within
student affairs was the development of a
data base to document and assess student
needs. Through the use of campus
questionnaires and surveys, student affairs
is now able to compile specific information
about students. This information is then
used to develop specific programs for
specific groups. Not only does this data
base reduce confusion but it can also
up the distribution of money to tund
student programs.
It was the data base which Kaplan
credits with changing long-standing life-
styles at UMO. "By working together,"
explains Kaplan, "we made UMO a 'wet'
campus and instituted new parietals. The
approach was very workable."
One major regret surrounds Kaplan's
departure. "I have disappointment in the
tact that several years ago we anticipated a
problem in student housing. We thought
there might be a shortage but there
weren't any funds to build additional
facilities. Housing is now a critical
situation."
Although many consider Kaplan to be
the 'students' best triend,' there are others
both in and outside of the university, who
view him differently. Some accuse him of
being too lenient with college students,
allowing them too much freedam, too fast.
"Everyone is going to get criticized
when they're dealing with human situ-
ations," replies Kaplan. "Not everyone
sees things the same way. But students
regualtions that he or she doesn't respect,
they're useless."
In spite of the recent budget squeeze on
various programs and departments,
Kaplan says he was optimistic about the
university's future. "Cutbacks are hard
but they're harder on the students.
need to learn responsibility so they can We've gone through some tough years but
Moving on
Although he says his eight years as
vice-president of student affairs at UMO have been
"very rewarding, Arthur M. Kaplan is leaving Oct. 25
for "broader' duties at Northern Kentucky University.
[Russ McKnight photo.]
grow and develop and they can't do it in a
restricted environment."
And what about campus morals?
Continues Kaplan, "We can't assume
responsibility for raising each student on
campus. They already have basic values
instilled in them. What we try to do is help
the student assess his or her morality or
integrity. We've found that if you give a
student a whole roster of rules and
I think we've bottomed out and are
beginning to go up again."
The solution to the budget problem,
Kaplan feels, is to "continue the effort to
educate the public and its officials about
what we've accomplished. It's easy to
down the faculty and make the school
become the scapegoat for higher edu-
cation."
•111,
To purchase your
ALL-SPORTS ATHLETIC
TICKET for the 1977-78
college year.
What should be the
greatest year in UMO
athletic history
lies just around the
corner. The football
schedule is great, the
basketball schedule is
super, and hockey joins
the scene with a terrific
home schedule in its
inaugural season.
For only $30., you
can enjoy all home
games in these and
all other UMO sports.
That's less than $.50
per game if you make
good use of your
ticket.
NO
It's not too late to say
YES!
NO MONEY DOWN - JUST DROP BY THE
ATHLETIC BUSINESS OFFICE AND PICK
UP YOUR PASS - YOUR SECOND SEMESTER
BILL WILL INCLUDE A CHARGE FOR YOUR
TICKET
Your financial help and enthus!astic support
of U.M.O. teams is greatly appieciated as the
Black Bears go after Eastern honors in the
1977-78 college year. The University of Maine
at Orono is a member of the prestigious Division One
of the N.C.A.A.
4111
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Soccer team has winning weekend
by Charlotte McAtee
The UMO soccer team kicked off its
season with a 2-0 mark, winning the Maine
Invitational Tournament last weekend on
the strength of two 1-0 wins.
Maine center halfback Joe Costa was
named most valuable player of the
tournament, as he scored the lone goal in
the second game and effectively controlled
the team's play.
The first game featured an outstanding
debut for freshman forward Erik Stebanau,
who was everywhere on offense.
Accompanying Stebanau was speedy
Ken Twaddel, who immediately made his
presence known with the first test on
Nasson's goalie.
Maine kept the pressure on and was
finally rewarded with a goal on a skillful
header by forward Tom Piffath.
Forward Jlm Boss almost made the score
2-0, but his high shot hit the crossbar, and
the half ended at 1-0.
The second half opened with the Black-
Bears pushing for another score. After a
series of consecutive corner kicks,
Stebanau hit the crossbar. Brian Peterson
jumped on the rebound, but his shot also
hit the crossbar and was smothered by the
Nasson netminder at the goal line.
Phil Torsney made several outstanding
stops in the Maine goal. but his
game-saver with a minute left showed why
he was an All-Yankee Conference selection
last year.
Torsney leaped high into the air to grasp an
arching shot, then cartwheeled over and
landed on his shoulder when a Nasson
forward hit him from below. The UMO
goalie finished out the game, but was later
taken to the hospital with internal bleeding
in the bronchial area.
UMPI downed Thomas 1-0 to win the
right to face UMO in the championship
game.
In the consolation game, Nasson beat
Thomas 3-1 to gain third place in the
tournament.
Mike Davee was in goal for UMO as they
faced off against UMPI and was tested
immediately by a break down the left side.
Davee challenged the charging forward,
moving out to meet him, and the shot
glanced off the right goal post.
Maine capitalized on a break a few
minutes later, with Ken Twaddel outracing
an Owl defenseman and centering a
rolling ball into the goal area, where UMPI
fullback Willie Burk got a hand on it. Joe
Costa booted the resulting penalty kick
into the lower left side of the net to put
Maine on top 1-0.
The defense took over for the rest of the
game. with Peter Baker, Rick Davee and
Phil Dugas leading the way.
Many UMO scoring drives went by the
boards, one when Tom Piffath missed on a
drop pass by Twaddel, and another when
Boss sent a Piffath rebound just over the
net.
right, fights a Nasson forward for the ball in soccer action
last weekend. Maine's Brian Peterson. background. observes the action. [Tim Grant
photo]
UMPI's goalie Tom Conrad was voted while STebanau, Twaddel, Dugas and
all-tournament for his excellent efforts Costa were voted all-tournament for UMO.
UMO 's Erik Stebanau,
CANTEEN
CANTEEN
GAMES•MUSIC
I PIN BALL ITV GAMESPOOL & SOCCERARCADE GAMESJUKE BOXES
244 PERRY ROAD CANTEENBANGOR
COMPLETE F000& VENDING SERVICE
945-5688
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Football team falls, UMass triumphs, 28-0
by Kevin Burnham
The University of Massachusetts of-
fense proved to be too much for the UMO
Black Bears Saturday as the Minutemen's
football team rolled over Maine, 28-0.
Holding the Black Bears to zero net
rushing yards, UMass' ground attack
totaled 332 yards in 66 carries. Tailback
Billy Coleman led the way for UMass with
127 yards in 19 carries and the first two
touchdown scores.
"Our offensive line has to be more
physical,— UMO head coach Jack Bicknell
said. "They gave our tackles a hard time
all day."
Although Maine's running game was
stymied by the UMass defense, holding
Rudy DiPietro to 30 yards in 15 carries,
Bicknell feels no need to make any major
changes in the lineup.
"We got behind in the game and we
broke down," Bicknell said. "I am
disappointed that we lost but we have a
chance to regroup and believe in how good
we are."
Maine's only offensive spark was
through the air with Jack Cosgrove
connecting on 12 of 21 attempts for 115
yards, yet failing to score a touchdown
against UMass for the seventh time in their
last eight meetings.
Maine had its biggest threat in the third
quarter. With the ball on the UMass 47,
Cosgrove passed to tight end Bob Murphy
for 37 yards. After two runs took the ball
down to the five, Cosgrove was hit from
behind and fumbled, stopping the Maine
threat.
The UMass victory marks their twelfth
win in a row over Maine and ups their
record over Maine teams to 19-4-1.
For Maine, tight end Bob Murphy
caught three passes for 62 yards while Jed
Palmacci, Rudy DiPietro and Mike
Hodgson each caught two passes apiece.
•
the Nieto Rork Sinus
is now available on the day
of publication for pickup in
the Union.
Subscription rates only
15 a day. Half-price
Make checks payable to:
David Humphrey 212 Somerset Hall
MIMMINI•08•111•111,11=1•MINNISISSMIMININSMISISSINIMIII•1111
Li
Monday through Saturday $10.20
(September 26-December 17)
Ten Sundays $12.50
(October 2- December 11)
Seven days a week $22.70
name
address
HELP WANTED
2 full-time & 1 part-time busboy
2 full-time & 1 part-time dishwasher
1part-time chef
10 waiters or waitresses - 4 for
lunch (every weekday ) - 5 for supper
and/or cocktails and 1 part-time
contact
103 PARK ST. LUNA BASE 1 866-46910RONO
The defensive standout for U Mass was
cornerback Todd Holt, who recovered a
fumble and deflected two Cosgrove passes
in addition to making several open field
tackles.
Bicknell said Steve Salter, Tom Keahon,
freshman Tom Rasmussen and Murphy
played well in their effort for Maine.
The Black Bears open at home Saturday
against the Central Connecticut Red
devils at 1:30 p.m. The Red Devils art
2-0 on the season.
Jeff Smaha receives award
Making seven tackles, intercep-
ting two passes and causing the key
fumble which enabled UMO's foot-
ball team to win last Saturday's
game against Lafayette, senior de-
fensive halfback Jeff Smaha was a
shoo-in for Yankee Conference def-
ensive player-of-the week. He also
made the ECAC weekly honor roll.
Smaha attributes his success in
the game to the way the whole team
played saying, "the whole defensive
line deserves the credit. Everyone
played really well. We all knew what
we were going to do, and we did it."
This is his second year as Black
Bear defensive halfback, although he
has played the defensive line all
through his school years. Head
Coach Jack Bicknell was impressed
by Smaha's performance last Satur-
day and feels he is a strong player.
"Jeff played an exceptional game.
He made four big plays and caused
the key fumble that helped us win
the game. He also had a key tackle
on a kick-off return. He did an
exceptional job." Bicknell added.
Jeff shrugs off his success with a
great deal of modesty. "The
coaches' philosophy is that is you
make a lot of average plays,
eliminate the bad ones, then the
good ones will happen naturally.
That's their philosophy and I believe
in it. You can't lose a game by
playing that way," he said.
As for comparing this year's team
to last year's, Jeff says he sees a big
improvement. "We have the runners
and the speed as well as the strength
in the lines. Nobody is going to take
Maine as an easy game anymore.
We've got a real good team this
year," he points out.
Jeff has been fortunate in that he's
never had a serious injury playing
football, but he suffers from occas-
ional bruises just like everyone else.
"It's worth the bruises," he said. "If
you really love the game, then you
accept it."
Sailers breeze in openers
by Elizabeth Butterfield
UMO's varsity sailing team came in
second in both of its weekend events, using
a variety of different boats.
At Maine Maritime Academy Saturday,
UMO tied for first place in the Lark A race
with the boat skippered by Vice-
Commodore Matt Hoagland and crewed by
Ted Smith. In Lark B. Charlie Komer and
Sharon Kava bought UMO a second place.
Another second place was won by UMO
in the Shields race, in which Matt Madeira,
commodore, skippered UMO's 30-foot
sloop.
Colby won the meet with UMO in second
place, beating Bowdoin, MMA and the
University of Vermont.
420's were raced Sunday at Bates. The
two UMO crews of Mark and Steve Colby
and Sharon Kava and Matt Hoagland
placed UMO second to MIT, beating
Bates, the University of New Hampshire
and Bow doin
OPENING SOON 
LUNA BASE I
Disco & Restaurant
Enjoy fine food at
reasonable prices, then
disco down and
wind out to City Sounds
and a wild light show.
103 Park St. Orono
Right across from Rangley Rd.
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A fire started by an overheated exhaust fan caused extensive damages to the
offices of the Old Town Municipal Building early Monday morning. Accordingto City Manager George Campbell there were no immediate damage reports.
Newspaper discounts available
for delivery to campus students
Anxious newswatcherrs will have the
choice of subscribing to three daily
newspapers this year. The Boston Globe,
the Bangor Daily News and the New York
Times are all available to students at
lower-than-newsstand prices and can be
delivered anywhere on campus.
The New York Times is offered at a
discount subscription rate for the first
time, says sales representative David
Humphrey. The discount rate of the Times
is 15 cents per day. SO per cent below
prices at the Memorial Union newsstand.
The Times will be delivered to subscribers
on the day of publication, whereas, last
year, the Union newsstand offered the
paper one day late, Humphrey said.S
"The Times is not really making money
on the college discount rates, but they want
the faculty and student market. They can
claim to their advertisers that the Times is
the best read paper among college
students," Humphrey said,
"They'd liker to speak to the most
educated people in the country andinfluence them now, while they're in their
most academic environment," he said.
Humphrey said his sales flyers were held
up in the mail, so he hasn't started
receiving orders yet this semester.
The Boston Globe also offers college
rates at almost SO per cent of newsstand
prices, as it has for the last three years.
Mike Jacques, student sales represen
tative for the Globe, said students
1111=1=11!. 
subscribe to the Globe for its excellent
sports coverage of New England teams.
"The special rates on the Boston Globe
are provided as a student service. They're
not making money from it, but it helps
circulation and the classified ads section."Jiacques said.
Jacques said Friday he has subscriptionsfor 100 copies a day but he expects it to go
up. "There's a big demand for it," he
said.
Bangor Daily News sales representativeJohn Whiting estimated his sales are up 20per cent over last year's.
"College rates are something I've never
thought of before, and it's probably worth
proposing," Whiting said.
7:00 & 9:00
Jkocasi• GlImoson
7:
JAMES BOND 00
, THE SPY WHO
„LOVED ME •
This girl found the freedom of a Saturday in Southwest Harbor worth hopping.skipping and jumping about. [Mark Mogensen photo]
Welcome UMO Students
Jacks Restaurant
19 So. Main St.
Old Town Me.
Open Mon. -- Thurs.
5am-4pm
Friday 5am-7pm
Mental retardation is not
a household word.
And we don't want it to
become one.
Only you can prevent
mental retardation in your
family. We'll give you
the facts.
Write me • • • at the National Associationfor Retarded Citizens, Civitan Inquiry Program,P. 0. Box 6109, Arlington, Texas 76011
NEED A FIX?
COME TO
OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
324 NO. MAIN OLD TOWN
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas, Oil, & Auto Accessories
Howard Sturgeon, Prop. 827-2400
FREE ESTIMATES
SUGARLOAF
SKI PASSES
1/2
 
Price
If purchased before
Nov. 1 at Athletic
Business Office in
the mens gym. Also
available from any
member of the ski team.
10% OFF ALL
SHOES & BOOTS
at
4'HI-FASH ION
,i/C.041
SHOESSunbury Mall, Bangor
Featuring:
Fred Braun
Baret raps &
Revelations
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